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WHEN IT 
BECOMES A 
HABIT.  
PART 1  
 

 
e fucked me to the pursuit of happiness, and it was exactly how it sounds. My lips melted 
from the acid and grew numb from sucking his dick like making him cum would be the root 

of my own happiness. The noises he tried to hide satisfied me and him squirming while I enjoyed his 
skin made it better but knowing he was thinking about the girl that tore him in two, dulled it all. His 
body here with me but the most important part wandered to wherever she was in this world, not for 
his lack of interest though. I could feel him struggling to tie himself to the present, he wanted to enjoy 
me but it’s something about heartbreak via disappointment that hits a lot differently. Nothing feels as 
good as you’d like and you’re stuck wondering “why couldn’t I have this with you? It could’ve been 
perfect.” I knew this because those are the exact thoughts I hid when I’m with anyone else but him. 
I’m lying to myself and believed every word but in the darkest pit of me, I knew this was as temporary 
as the physical act of sex. It had to end … we couldn’t stay laced up in each other forever no matter 
how timely this felt to me. This was only one side of a 3-part story.  
 

With every thrust it hurt so good. My body refused to open up entirely to someone it knew 
wouldn’t love me the same tomorrow. When he opened his eyes the next morning, I knew him actively 
loving me was out of the question. I knew all of that and still I dove head first into committing to love 
him and it had a weird effect on my body, my vagina specifically. Even proving that this was a fact, I 
remain a gluten for temporary validation from people I wanted to be permanent. Frequently betraying 
myself and immediately hating myself soon after. If I asked for anything in this world, it should be 
self-control, not validation from someone who claims sanctuary inside my body and occasionally my 
company. I ignored every red flag just to be here, but it was him so … he wouldn’t … hurt me … 
right? 
 

He never said it, but I knew he struggled with being in love with two people at once but not 
in the sense of not knowing who to give his love to. In the sense of knowing that his love for one 
person resurfaced at the worst time imaginable and there was absolutely no room in his heart for her. 

H 
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Not in the way that attentive love is supposed to be shown at least, and I just so happened to be that 
unfortunate soul that chose to offer themselves to him during any time and at any place. The worst 
part about it is, I’m just as replaceable as he claims I’m not because in a moment, he’ll talk himself out 
of feeling bad for my pain. Wrapping it up in me surrendering all responsibility for this mess that we 
call a connection, but it’s not true … he’s just responsible for letting me feel that we had a chance. 
He’s responsible for silently asking me to remove my guard because again … he wouldn’t hurt me, 
right? 
 

Our love being old plays a huge part in the grey area that we constantly step in and out of. 
Him being familiar with the pain from losing me gave him time to learn how to soothe himself 
whenever what we had hurt him but that’s not the case with her. The fire from their relationship just 
burned out and his hands are still peeling from the 1st degree burn. It reminds him of exactly what it 
felt like to be loved and hurt by her. I suppose I just hoped that he could forget about it for a moment. 
If only for a second, just so he could remember that he once floated in the puddle we created together. 
That for whatever reason he still dips his body in and out of it like it’ll be taken away, like he’s afraid 
that if he stays there the newer part of him no longer holds weight. I wish he knew that the deep end 
of me will always be there, it’ll always be reserved for him to submerge in. Regardless, I just hoped 
that he’d see that I’m offering me … more than my shell for him to hide inside but I feel nothing 
more than second best. Opting to be second in line to receive an ounce of his love shouldn’t be what 
I accept but in moments of desperation … I lie to myself and say that it’s more than enough. I blame 
it on circumstance and try to “be fair” but when I come back down and remember that we get lost in 
each other like this … my personal lies aren’t big enough to be a security blanket. They’re not strong 
enough to withstand the heaviness of the truth and the truth is … I’m only good for now and I wish 
he’d ask me to wait, at least I’d feel like he ached for me as much as I do him.  
 

When the song’s chorus ran its course with me, I was completely melted and my skin glowed 
blue. His kisses made me click on like a vibrator and the memories poured in with the old songs we 
used to share. While the eerie 808s bounced off our plain white walls, our skin rubbed together so 
effortlessly. It was the same satisfaction I got when I ironed my shirts to perfection or when my freshly 
dried blankets were still warm as I wrapped them around my body. Our bodies just knew each other 
and that’s what made it feel so good. He’s rocking himself back and forth inside me while I’m reaching 
my capacity to full. It feels like that exact moment a balloon is filled up with so much water it pops 
and just like that my blue is everywhere and looking into his eyes don’t feel so bad, I don’t feel so lost. 
I sprawl out under him and allow my blue to touch the tips of my ends. I watch the colors of my body 
find their way to him and now is where I feel everything so heavily. 
 

Right now, as I allow myself to see everything I blocked out, I take in the depths of him while 
I still could. He’s made up of billions of stars, with light rays kissing my face as soft as his lips, his skin 
… as warm as the chocolate that drips from my favorite cookies. I see the whole world in him and it’s 
hard to look away. Maybe it’s the drugs, the dick or the acid, or maybe it’s the love that I’m trying to 
keep from oozing out of me. I can feel his heart ramming against his ribs and his pulse tap dancing 
beneath the skin on his wrists. Out of all songs that played … this was my favorite one. To hear him 
alive when I press my ear against his swollen chest, to admire every breath that he takes and be envious 
of the air that gets to reach places I never could. His breathing is calm when he looks at me and we 
have a moment … a stolen moment while we look at each other and say things with our eyes that we 
shouldn’t say with our voices. And we realize that we’re looking at each other in ways we secretly 
promised we wouldn’t, but it was only me that didn’t care. I was already floating.  
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Why can’t I have you this way all the time? I wonder but restrain myself from asking. I know the 
answer and I know I don’t want to hear it from him. I wanted this moment to be completely 
untouched. As he wrapped himself around me like a glove, I fell asleep bracing myself for the impact 
of tomorrow. 
 

The next day, everything is as expected. Luckily, I coated my heart with a protective layer, so 
it doesn’t hurt too bad when his rejection chips at some of me, I don’t lose too much and I gain 
nothing. I knew what this was, I just wished for different. Today is the day that he doesn’t love me 
anymore and as I come to terms with understanding there’s nothing I can do; I realize there’s no 
amount of special in me that’ll make him change who he’s being. It’s impossible to match the energy 
that he’s giving me because who he’s allowing himself to be is the complete opposite of what I’m 
capable of turning into. The wild card is, it’s only because it’s him. If it were anyone else, I’d let them 
go, I would let it all go but no one told me the trap that came with looking at someone and meaning 
every word. No one told me about how hard it is to stop caring once you stuff every glimpse with 
love. 
 

I suppose that’s how he feels for her which is one of the hardest pills to swallow. Seniority 
doesn’t exist in love. Only what you feel in the moment and today, what he feels isn’t me. Maybe he 
will tomorrow or maybe the jade cleared from those small almond eyes and it’s gone forever. Either 
way, right now … with me is not where he wants to be and who am I to ask someone to change their 
mind when I was once this selfish. 


